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Elements of Fiction Writing - Scene & Structure 1999-03-15 craft your fiction with scene by scene flow
logic and readability an imprisoned man receives an unexpected caller after which everything changed
and the reader is hooked but whether or not readers will stay on for the entire wild ride will depend on
how well the writer structures the story scene by scene this book is your game plan for success using
dozens of examples from his own work including dropshot tiebreaker and other popular novels jack m
bickham will guide you in building a sturdy framework for your novel whatever its form or length you ll
learn how to worry your readers into following your story to the end prolong your main character s
struggle while moving the story ahead juggle cause and effect to serve your story action as you work on
crafting compelling scenes that move the reader moment by moment toward the story s resolution you ll
see why believable fiction must make more sense than real life every scene should end in disaster some
scenes should be condensed and others built big whatever your story this book can help you arrive at a
happy ending in the company of satisfied readers
Story Trumps Structure 2014-04-29 don t limit your fiction liberate it all too often following the rules of
writing can constrict rather than inspire you with story trumps structure you can shed those rules about
three act structure rising action outlining and more to craft your most powerful emotional and gripping
stories award winning novelist steven james explains how to trust the narrative process to make your
story believable compelling and engaging and debunks the common myths that hold writers back from
creating their best work ditch your outline and learn to write organically set up promises for readers and
deliver on them discover how to craft a satisfying climax master the subtleties of characterization add
mind blowing twists to your fiction when you focus on what lies at the heart of story tension desire crisis
escalation struggle discovery rather than plot templates and formulas you ll begin to break out of the box
and write fiction that resonates with your readers story trumps structure will transform the way you think
about stories and the way you write them forever
Scene and Structure 1993-01-01 offers advice to writers on constructing fiction that flows from one
scene to the next with logic discussing how to revise scenes for maximum effect and how to fix common
errors
A Writer's Guide to Fiction 2004-06-01 the second book in the writer s compass series from professional
writing instructor elizabeth lyon offers both aspiring and established authors the fundamentals of writing
and selling a great novel or short story in addition to the basics of characterization plot pacing and theme
a writer s guide to fiction also features a plan for revising fiction a guide to marketing samples of cover
and query letters and methods of honing the writing craft
Author In Progress 2016-11-01 empower your writing through craft and community writing can be a
lonely profession plagued by blind stumbles writer s block and despair but it doesn t have to be written
by members of the popular writer unboxed website author in progress is filled with practical candid
essays to help you reach the next rung on the publishing ladder by tracking your creative journey from
first draft to completion and beyond you can improve your craft find your community and overcome the
mental barriers that stand in the way of success author in progress is the perfect no nonsense guide for
excelling at every step of the novel writing process from setting goals researching and drafting to giving
and receiving critiques polishing prose and seeking publication you ll love author in progress if you re an
aspiring novelist working on your first book you re an experienced veteran looking for ways to enhance
your career and connect with your writing community you ve finished your first draft and want to know
the next steps you re seeking clear effective advice about publication from professionals who are down in
the trenches every day what s inside author in progress features more than 50 essays from best selling
authors editors and industry leaders on a variety of writing and publishing topics advice on writing first
drafts conducting research building and fostering community seeking critique revising and getting
published an encouraging approach to the writing and publishing process from authors who ve walked
this path
The Busy Writer's Tips on Writing Mystery, Crime & Suspense 2013-05-02 a glance at any best seller list
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will tell you how popular mystery crime and suspense stories are with readers most of you will find this
perfectly understandable there s nothing like the thrill of the chase or the intellectual challenge of trying
to guess whodunit or whydunit before the sleuth if you re the writer this presents you with a challenge
you have to juggle a lot of balls at once you need to come up with an intriguing mystery or an edge of
the seat thriller that will keep readers up long past bedtime keep your sleuth busy tracking down the
perpetrator weave in and bring to life other significant characters leave a trail of not too obvious clues if
it s a mystery trying to pull the wool over the reader s eyes or building suspense with the hero and the
bad guy on a collision course if the reader knows who the villain is walk in the shoes of the villain
ensuring that he is a worthy opponent oh and did i mention that you have to write tight scenes build the
suspense create believable conflict and choose the correct viewpoint as well not to mention how to
handle research good thing then that this is all covered in the busy writer s tips on writing mystery crime
suspense readers also get a bonus pdf with resources for mystery crime suspense writers and a
collection of all the reference articles mentioned in the book in the words of kathryn fox internationally
acclaimed author of medical thrillers cold grave and five others i wouldn t hesitate to recommend marg
mcalister s books to any aspiring or accomplished writers she shares priceless insights into structure
characters setting action suspense and importantly emotional punch i m working on my eighth and ninth
books and i still go back to marg s books when writing i have no doubt that following marg s advice saves
time energy and rewrites a necessity in any crime writer s library
Hooked 2007-03-29 the road to rejection is paved with bad beginnings agents and editors agree
improper story beginnings are the single biggest barrier to publication why if a novel or short story has a
bad beginning then no one will keep reading it s just that simple in hooked author les edgerton draws on
his experience as a successful fiction writer and teacher to help you overcome the weak openings that
lead to instant rejection by showing you how to successfully use the ten core components inherent to any
great beginning you ll find detailed instruction on how to develop your inciting incident keys for creating
a cohesive story worthy problem tips on how to avoid common opening gaffes like overusing backstory a
rundown on basics such as opening scene length and transitions a comprehensive analysis of more than
twenty great opening lines from novels and short stories plus you ll discover exclusive insider advice
from agents and acquiring editors on what they look for in a strong opening with hooked you ll have all
the information you need to craft a compelling beginning that lays the foundation for an irresistible story
Glenn Hwy, Eklutna to Parks Hwy, Mananuska-Susitna Borough, Municipality of Anchorage
1989 artists john baldessari ericka beckman dara birnbaum barbara bloom eric bogosian glenn branca
tony brauntuch james casebere sarah charlesworth charles clough nancy dwyer jack goldstein barbara
kruger jouise lawler thomas lawson sherrie levine robert longo allan mccollum paul mcmahon mica tv
carole ann klonarides and michael owen matt mullican tom otterness richard prince david salle cindy
sherman laurie simmons michael smith james welling michael zwack
The Pictures Generation, 1974-1984 2009 cutting edge research on the visual cognition of scenes
covering issues that include spatial vision context emotion attention memory and neural mechanisms
underlying scene representation for many years researchers have studied visual recognition with objects
single clean clear and isolated objects presented to subjects at the center of the screen in our real
environment however objects do not appear so neatly our visual world is a stimulating scenery mess
fragments colors occlusions motions eye movements context and distraction all affect perception in this
volume pioneering researchers address the visual cognition of scenes from neuroimaging psychology
modeling electrophysiology and computer vision perspectives building on past research and accepting
the challenge of applying what we have learned from the study of object recognition to the visual
cognition of scenes these leading scholars consider issues of spatial vision context rapid perception
emotion attention memory and the neural mechanisms underlying scene representation taken together
their contributions offer a snapshot of our current knowledge of how we understand scenes and the
visual world around us contributors elissa m aminoff moshe bar margaret bradley daniel i brooks marvin
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m chun ritendra datta russell a epstein michèle fabre thorpe elena fedorovskaya jack l gallant helene
intraub dhiraj joshi kestutis kveraga peter j lang jia li xin lu jiebo luo quang tuan luong george l malcolm
shahin nasr soojin park mary c potter reza rajimehr dean sabatinelli philippe g schyns david l sheinberg
heida maria sigurdardottir dustin stansbury simon thorpe roger tootell james z wang
Scene Vision 2014-10-31 this study investigates gender based and ritual dependent afterlife
expectations of the deceased over a key phase in egyptian history from the latter part of the old kingdom
to the end of the middle kingdom period c 2686 bc c 1650 bc
Setting the Scene: The Deceased and Regenerative Cult within Offering Table Imagery of the Egyptian
Old to Middle Kingdoms (C.2686 – C.1650 BC) 2015-04-13 welcome to the 2008europeanconference
oncomputer vision these proce ings are the result of a great deal of hard work by many people to
produce them a total of 871 papers were reviewed forty were selected for oral pres tation and 203 were
selected for poster presentation yielding acceptance rates of 4 6 for oral 23 3 for poster and 27 9 in total
weappliedthreeprinciples first sincewehadastronggroupofareachairs the nal decisions to accept or reject
a paper rested with the area chair who
wouldbeinformedbyreviewsandcouldactonlyinconsensuswithanotherarea chair second we felt that
authors were entitled to a summary that explained how the area chair reached a decision for a paper
third we were very careful to avoid con icts of interest each paper was assigned to an area chair by the
program chairs and each area chair received a pool of about 25 papers the area chairs then identi ed and
rankedappropriatereviewersfor eachpaper in their pool and a constrained optimization allocated three
reviewers to each paper we are very proud that every paper received at least three reviews at this point
authors were able to respond to reviews the area chairs then needed to reach a decision we used a
series of procedures to ensure careful review and to avoid con icts of interest programchairs did not
submit papers the area chairs were divided into three groups so that no area chair in the group was in
con ict with any paper assigned to any area chair in the group
Computer Vision - ECCV 2008 2008-10-11 this book is a guide to berg s second opera lulu written in
non technical language and intended for those students and music lovers wishing to become familiar with
one of the masterpieces of twentieth century music jarman presents a clear and concise introduction to
the musical language and to the intricate musical and dramatic structure of berg s opera the volume also
examines the literary background the genesis composition and tortuous posthumous career of the work
the final chapters survey the performance history and suggest a possible interpretation of this complex
and challenging composition an important feature of the book is the inclusion of source documents and
critical responses to the opera illustrated with photographs from the premiere and from recent
productions the volume also includes a synopsis bibliography and discography
Vocal Direction for the Theatre 1993 software architectures that contain many dynamically
interacting components each with its own thread of control engaging in complex coordination protocols
are difficult to correctly and efficiently engineer agent oriented modelling techniques are important for
the design and development of such applications this book provides a diverse and interesting overview of
the work that is currently being undertaken by a growing number of researchers in the area of agent
oriented software engineering this volume constitutes the thoroughly refereed proceedings of the 8th
international workshop on agent oriented software engineering aose 2007 held in honolulu hawaii in may
2007 as part of aamas 2007 the 16 revised full papers were carefully selected from numerous
submissions during two rounds of reviewing and improvement the volume contains the papers presented
at the workshop together with papers resulting from discussions on tools and platforms the papers have
been organized into four sections on methodology and processes interacting heterogeneous agents
system development issues and tools and case studies
Lulu 1991-02-22 peter pan was born over a century ago there is something doubly contradictory in this
phrase that although true is also the reason why this book has been released we are talking about the
boy who will never grow up and the fact that he is celebrating his hundredth birthday should provoke
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some surprise at the same time he is such a powerful icon that it is also true that he seems to have been
there floating in our culture reappearing in its images since time immemorial much farther back than the
early twentieth century this book shows that although he considered dying to be an awfully big
adventure peter pan is on his one hundredth birthday more alive than ever and our prediction is that he
will accompany our culture as long as it survives like all great myths peter will continue bursting through
the window of our texts leading us to other worlds so that when we least expect it we will hear his cry
emanate from a dark ocean this book in a sincere tribute intends to be both a compilation and a
precedent by inspiring a deeper look into its image we hope to influence the life of this character so dear
and yet so mysterious and seductive peter pan ha cumplido un siglo de vida hay algo doblemente
contradictorio en esta frase que por lo demás es cierta y es el motivo por el cual este libro ha visto la luz
estamos hablando del niño que nunca crece y el hecho de que celebre su cumpleaños número cien
puede provocarnos cierta extrañeza por otro lado se trata de un icono tan poderoso que también es
verdad que parece haber estado ahí flotando en nuestra cultura resurgiendo en sus imágenes desde
tiempos inmemoriales mucho más lejanos que los albores del siglo xx este libro muestra que a pesar de
que considere que morir podría resultar una aventura extraordinaria peter pan está a sus cien años más
vivo que nunca y el panorama pinta en efecto para una vida que acompañe a nuestra cultura mientras
ésta sobreviva igual que sucede con todos los grandes mitos peter seguirá irrumpiendo a través de la
ventana de nuestros textos guiándonos a otros mundos de tal manera que cuando menos lo esperemos
escucharemos su grito emanar de un océano oscuro este libro en un sincero homenaje pretende ser
compilación y precedente y mediante la provocación mediante la motivación de la profundización en su
figura incidir en la trayectoria de la vida de este personaje tan entrañable y a la vez tan misterioso y
seductor
Agent-Oriented Software Engineering VIII 2008-04-29 this 14 volume set contains titles originally
published between 1926 and 1992 an eclectic mix this collection examines shakespeare s work from a
number of different perspectives looking at history language performance and more it includes
references to many of his plays as well as his sonnets
Barrie, Hook, and Peter Pan 2012-11-15 the world of imagination is one jack spent all of his time
exploring either in his mind on countless sheets of paper or with great surprise in his reality he was there
playing an online game with his friends jack had no trouble finding inspiration for his adventures however
when jack finds himself stuck in the scape that he once spent his nights wishing was real he quickly
realises that it s not all fun and games proud kings ferocious enemies and a plethora of blood await jack
in the nightmare that he thought he wanted this fantasy fiction novel is perfect for teenagers or adults
who have an interest in magic castles and of course fights to the death
Scene Design in the American Theatre from 1915 to 1960 1989-01-01 in the early twentieth century
russian director constantin stanislavsky transformed the acting world with a series of techniques he
called method acting by discovering the inner life of a character actors learned to bring emotional
realism to their roles as never before in getting into character collins takes seven of the most eye
opening techniques of the stanislavsky method and adapts them to the art of writing fiction like actors
writers learn how to personalise characters determine their action objectives in a scene write subtexted
dialogue and much more collins concludes each chapter with excerpts from both a familiar classic and a
modern bestseller to illustrate how top notch authors from jane austen to steve martini have used these
same techniques to great effect
Routledge Library Editions: Study of Shakespeare 2021-11-01 instructors from the nation s most popular
writing school share their insights into how to perfect the craft of screenwriting covering such
fundamentals as plot character dialogue point of view theme setting voice and more and analyzing five
outstanding sample screenplays tootsie and the shawshank redemption among others original
Arsenic Roll 2010-11-18 a complete guide to writing and selling your novel so you want to write a novel
great that s a worthy goal no matter what your reason but don t settle for just writing a novel aim high
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write a novel that you intend to sell to a publisher writing fiction for dummies is a complete guide
designed to coach you every step along the path from beginning writer to royalty earning author here are
some things you ll learn in writing fiction for dummies strategic planning pinpoint where you are on the
roadmap to publication discover what every reader desperately wants from a story home in on a
marketable category choose from among the four most common creative styles and learn the self
management methods of professional writers writing powerful fiction construct a story world that rings
true create believable unpredictable characters build a strong plot with all six layers of complexity of a
modern novel and infuse it all with a strong theme self editing your novel psychoanalyze your characters
to bring them fully to life edit your story structure from the top down fix broken scenes and polish your
action and dialogue finding an agent and getting published write a query letter a synopsis and a proposal
pitch your work to agents and editors without fear writing fiction for dummies takes you from being a
writer to being an author it can happen if you have the talent and persistence to do what you need to do
Getting Into Character 2002-03-11 provides suggestions for correcting common writing mistakes and
offers advice on developing a fiction writer s attitude refining ideas and language and submitting
manuscripts
Writing Movies 2006-09-19 recommended by writing instructors and award winning authors this volume
emphasizes an aspect of children s picture books that has not yet been thoroughly investigated structure
both concept books and picture storybooks employ very distinctive structures that once mastered can be
applied to any picture book you wish to write when so many of the best picture books employ the same
structures it is important to analyze these structures understand why they work and learn how to
incorporate them into your own writing this volume helps you do all that you will see that no matter how
carefully you labor over the tone word choice plot character setting theme and style of your picture book
you must have a thorough grasp of its structure if you wish your book to succeed indeed you will find that
an expert command of structure is the key to writing a successful children s picture book
Writing Fiction For Dummies 2009-12-02 british theatre underwent a vast transformation and expansion
in the decades after world war ii this companion explores the historical political and social contexts and
conditions that not only allowed it to expand but crucially shaped it resisting a critical tendency to focus
on plays alone the collection expands understanding of british theatre by illuminating contexts such as
funding unionisation devolution immigration and changes to legislation divided into four parts it guides
readers through changing attitudes to theatre making acting directing writing theatre sectors west end
subsidised fringe theatre communities audiences black theatre queer theatre and theatre s relationship
to the state government infrastructure nationhood supplemented by a valuable chronology and guide to
further reading it presents up to date approaches informed by critical race theory queer studies audience
studies and archival research to demonstrate important new ways of conceptualising post war british
theatre s history practices and potential futures
The 38 Most Common Fiction Writing Mistakes (and how to Avoid Them) 1992 originally published new
york viking 1984
How to Write a Children's Picture Book Volume I: Structure 2017-02-13 the text of any
shakespeare play is a living negotiable entity scholarship and theatre practice work together to keep the
plays alive and vividly present greg doran rsc artistic director emeritus developed in partnership with the
royal shakespeare company this complete works of william shakespeare combines exemplary textual
scholarship with beautiful design curated by expert editors sir jonathan bate and professor eric
rasmussen the text in this collection is based on the iconic 1623 first folio the first and original complete
works lovingly assembled by shakespeare s fellow actors and the version of shakespeare s text preferred
by many actors and directors today this stunning revised edition goes further to present shakespeare s
plays as they were originally intended as living theatre to be enjoyed and performed on stage along with
new colour photographs from a vibrant range of rsc productions a new stage notes feature documenting
the staging choices in 100 rsc productions showcases the myriad ways in which shakespeare s plays can
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be brought to life now featuring the entire range of shakespeare s plays poems and sonnets this edition
is expanded to include both the passionate pilgrim and a lover s complaint along with bate s excellent
general introduction and short essays this collection includes a range of aids to the reader such as on
page notes explaining unfamiliar terms and key facts boxes providing plot summaries and additional
helpful context a complete works for the 21st century this versatile and highly collectable edition will
inspire students theatre practitioners and lovers of shakespeare everywhere
The Cambridge Companion to British Theatre since 1945 2024-02-29 through explorations of six
cases taken from various latino ethnic groups this book advances our understanding about meanings of
latino manhood and masculinities the studies range from theatre and literature to men s activism and
sports showing how masculinities are embodied and performed
The Talisman 2012-11-06 the western one of hollywood s great film genres has surprisingly enjoyed a
revival recently in asia and in other parts of the world whilst at the same time declining in america
although the western is often seen as an example of american cultural dominance this book challenges
this view it considers the western from an asian perspective exploring why the rise of asian westerns has
come about and examining how its aesthetics styles and politics have evolved as a result it analyses
specific asian westerns as well as westerns made elsewhere including in australia europe and hollywood
to demonstrate how these employ asian philosophical and mythical ideas and value systems the book
concludes that the western is a genre which is truly global and not one that that is purely intrinsic to
america
The RSC Shakespeare: The Complete Works 2022-06-13 a dynamic investigation of processes of
cultural reproduction remaking and remodelling which considers a wide range of film adaptations
remakes and fan productions from various industrial textual and critical perspectives
Embodying Latino Masculinities 2016-04-30 students can write organized compelling fiction and
nonfiction narrative when they have the right tools the engaging writing lessons and student
reproducibles in this book give kids the scaffolding they need to keep their stories on track includes
creative planning forms charts and maps revision checklists peer conference guidelines rubrics and more
lessons by a master teacher and writer include posing main dramatic questions identifying story
ingredients and writing in the content areas for use with grades 4 8
Index of Patents Issued from the United States Patent and Trademark Office 2017-01-12 this
title explores the cultural politics of hetero normative white masculine privilege in the us through close
readings of texts ranging from the television drama 24 to the marvel comics the call of duty carroll
argues that the true privilege of white masculinity is to be mobile and mutable
Eastern Westerns 2012-10-23 includes beginning sept 15 1954 and on the 15th of each month sept
may a special section school library journal issn 0000 0035 called junior libraries 1954 may 1961 also
issued separately
Film Remakes, Adaptations and Fan Productions 2001 the director and cowriter of some of the world s
most iconic films including double indemnity sunset blvd some like it hot and the apartment billy wilder
earned acclaim as american cinema s greatest social satirist though an influential fixture in hollywood
wilder always saw himself as an outsider his worldview was shaped by his background in the austro
hungarian empire and work as a journalist in berlin during hitler s rise to power and his perspective as a
jewish refugee from nazism lent his films a sense of the peril that could engulf any society in this critical
study joseph mcbride offers new ways to understand wilder s work stretching from his days as a reporter
and screenwriter in europe to his distinguished as well as forgotten films as a hollywood writer and his
celebrated work as a writer director in contrast to the widespread view of wilder as a hardened cynic
mcbride reveals him to be a disappointed romantic wilder s experiences as an exile led him to mask his
sensitivity beneath a veneer of wisecracking that made him a celebrated caustic wit amid the satirical
barbs and exposure of social hypocrisies wilder s films are marked by intense compassion and a profound
understanding of the human condition mixing biographical insight with in depth analysis of films from
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throughout wilder s career as a screenwriter and director of comedy and drama and drawing on mcbride
s interviews with the director and his collaborators this book casts new light on the full range of wilder s
rich complex and distinctive vision
Teaching Narrative Writing 2011-01-25 john truby is one of the most respected and sought after story
consultants in the film industry and his students have gone on to pen some of hollywood s most
successful films including sleepless in seattle scream and shrek the anatomy of story is his long awaited
first book and it shares all of his secrets for writing a compelling script based on the lessons in his award
winning class great screenwriting the anatomy of story draws on a broad range of philosophy and
mythology offering fresh techniques and insightful anecdotes alongside truby s own unique approach for
how to build an effective multifaceted narrative truby s method for constructing a story is at once
insightful and practical focusing on the hero s moral and emotional growth as a result writers will dig
deep within and explore their own values and worldviews in order to create an effective story writers will
come away with an extremely precise set of tools to work with specific useful techniques to make the
audience care about their characters and that make their characters grow in meaningful ways they will
construct a surprising plot that is unique to their particular concept and they will learn how to express a
moral vision that can genuinely move an audience the foundations of story that truby lays out are so
fundamental they are applicable and essential to all writers from novelists and short story writers to
journalists memoirists and writers of narrative non fiction
Affirmative Reaction 1993 this indispensable collection offers 51 chapters each focused on a distinct
american independent film screening american independent film presents these films chronologically
addressing works from across more than a century 1915 2020 emphasizing the breadth and long
duration of american independent cinema the collection includes canonical examples as well as films that
push against and expand the definitions of independence the titles run from micro budget films through
marketing friendly indiewood projects from auteur driven films and festival darlings to b movies genre
pics and exploitation films the chapters also introduce students to different approaches within film
studies including historical and contextual framing industrial and institutional analysis politics and
ideology genre and authorship representation film analysis exhibition and reception and technology
written by leading international scholars and emerging talents in film studies this volume is the first of its
kind paying particular attention to issues of diversity and inclusion for both the participating scholars and
the content and themes within the selected films screening american independent film is an essential
resource for anyone teaching or studying american cinema
The Library Journal 2021-10-26 alternative scriptwriting 4e is an insightful and inspiring book on
screenwriting concerned with challenging you to take creative risks with genre tone character and
structure concerned with exploring alternative approaches beyond the traditional three act structure
alternative scriptwriting first defines conventional approach suggests alternatives then provides case
studies these contemporary examples and case studies demonstrate what works what doesn t and why
because the film industry as well as the public demand greater and greater creativity one must go
beyond the traditional three act restorative and predictable plot to test your limits and break new
creative ground rather than teaching writing in a tired formulaic manner this book elevates the subject
and provides inspiration to reach new creative heights
Billy Wilder 2008-10-14 as a screenwriter novelist and political activist dalton trumbo stands among the
key american literary figures of the 20th century he wrote the classic antiwar novel johnny got his gun
and his credits for spartacus and exodus broke the anticommunist blacklist that infected the movie
industry for more than a decade by defining connections between trumbo s most highly acclaimed films
including kitty foyle thirty seconds over tokyo and roman holiday and his important but lesser known
movies the remarkable andrew he ran all the way and the boss the author identifies how for nearly four
decades trumbo used the archetype of the rebel hero to inject social consciousness into mainstream
films this new critical survey the first book length work on trumbo s screenwriting career examines the
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scores of films on which trumbo worked and explores the techniques that made him at the time he was
blacklisted in 1947 hollywood s highest paid writer hanson reveals how trumbo dealt with major themes
including rebellion radical politics and individualism while also detailing lesser known areas of trumbo s
screenwriting such as his troubling portrayal of women the dichotomy between his proletarian attitude
and bourgeois lifestyle and the almost surreptitious manner in which he included antiestablishment
rhetoric in seemingly innocuous scripts an extensive filmography is included
The Anatomy of Story 2023-05-31
Screening American Independent Film 1993
The Publishers Weekly 2012-08-21
Alternative Scriptwriting 2015-08-13
Dalton Trumbo, Hollywood Rebel
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